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Abstract—The research discusses about the problem of law education urgency by higher education for localbestuurs organ. The research describes about the local government condition in its relation with the legal cases and the administrative violation by the local government. The research is normative, with qualitative method and literature study, then synergized with law enforcement principle and nationalism based human resources development. The results showed that the many criminal acts by local government in this case relate with the governmental administration, that is corruption, or administrative violation that relates with public services, the occurrence because of lack synergy between legal substain, legal structure and legal culture at local bestuurs organ. To answer the problems, it need a law education formulation that can be implemented by the higher education especially faculty of law, because the higher education should contribute to societies, through education for local government. Formulation of law education can be implemented through education and training through cooperation with the Local Staffing Agency. The procedure can be done through employee cadre formation in each Local Staffing Agency, for then can be developed during education and training for State Civil Apparatus in each area. It should be entered the nationalistic and nationalism education, and law education that is not only technical in the education and training.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Legal cases become ghosts for the local officials (local bestuurs organ) then produce the societal trust degradation to the local bestuurs organ. Based on KPK statistical data at website Anti Corruption Clearing House about criminal acts of corruption based on the post profession up to 2016 it is found 222 state officials do corruption,[1] while based on the Internal Affair Minister Record,[2] until 2007 found, 343 regents/mayors and 18 governors did corruptions. Data of Indonesia Corruption Watch (ICW) in 2017,[3] showed at least 58 regions (provinces, regencies/cities) which were indicated as political dynasty. The last, data 2018 from January to July 2018, found 19 local head corrupted.[4] Even the newest, news about City Assembly of Malang, 41 members from 45 assembly members arrested,[5] very shaming for the Malang city government, where the City Assembly by the local government act entered as one of local government administration elements.

Beside, the local government administration also conducts maladministration. It is found in data at the website of Ombudsman of RI,[6] in 2017 the institution received report from societies for the maladministrative in the public services in local government of 3,445 report through Ombudsman RI and the Report Verification Receiving Team.

The problems of course will produce anxieties become maintained in the local societies, if not solved. Solution of law education and nationalism planting for localbestuurs organ can be used as the best solution. The intended education is for the embodiment of human development which is aware about law, obey law, and has nationalism for the state and the societies.

Higher education as the container for the character formation and produce nation change agents, has moral duty to give education includes to the localbestuursorgaan. Academics at the higher education not only has task to teach, but also to educate as one of Three Obligations of higher education, that is education and teaching, it is expected from the investigation group or the research group able to widen the network of higher education with local government with goal to give law education for local bestuursorgaan.

Higher education should give contribution to the societies, and through network development to give law education to local bestuursorgaan as one of embodiment. The relation with the law education, then the assignment especially at the faculty of law in the higher education can take role to solve the task to give law education for the local bestuursorgaan. The final goals here to solve bureaucratic problems, embody good governance and build character and mentality improvement of local bestuursorgaan. Then it should be known the factors for the criminal acts and administrative violation by local bestuursorgaan, so can be formulated the ideal law education for the local bestuursorgaan?

II. RESEARCH METHODS

This paper is a normative legal research conducted using library research. Library research is conducted to obtain secondary data with material or material in the form of books, articles, research results, and legislation, as well as expert opinions relating to the formulation of law education for local bestuurs orgaan. This paper research is carried out through the statutory approach, case approach, and conceptual approach.[7] The data collected in this study were then analyzed qualitative, namely by analyzing which is
basically returned to three aspects, namely classifying, comparing, and linking.[8] Against the data that has been collected from the library research, it will be analyzed qualitatively to answer the problems raised.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Local BestuursOrgaan condition today relate to the criminal acts of corruption and mal administration in local government.

Local bestuursorgaan today become the supervision focus of the societies, recall to this era in Indonesia post reformation, the local government has wide authorities in managing its household or to fulfill the societies need in the Unitary State of The Republic of Indonesia. Compared to the pre reformation, or called as New Order, almost 32 years the New Order government run in authoritarian way and centralistic,[7] in this case the power centered at the bureaucratic ruler of government. Developmental and governmental control at the central hand.[8]

The existence of central governments in this case filled by localbestuursorgan become the reference for the reform success, that is to accelerate and bring nearer the public services to the local societies. It is along with the local autonomy principle to the autonomous local government.

According to Article 1 Number 6 Law 23 Year 2014 about Local Government as changed by Law No 9 Year 2015, “local autonomy is right, authority, and responsibilities of of autonomous area to regulate and manage themselves their governmental affairs and the societal interest in the system of The Unitary State of The Republic of Indonesia”.

The definition showed the presence of autonomous principle of local government. H.M. Busrizialtialso explains in his book, that:

Discusses about local autonomy in Indonesia relate with the concept and theory of local government and how the application in the local government administration in Indonesia. Local governments part of state then local government concept can not be separated from the sovereignty concept in the unitary and federal system and centralization, decentralization, and assistance task.[9]

The concept actually beside encourage the local autonomy also in taking policy, the governmental administrator apparatus look at the condition and needs of the society. It is suitable with opinion of H.A.W.Widjajain his book entitled “Local Autonomy and Autonomous Area”, as follows:

Core of local autonomy concept is maximizing the results that will be achieved and also avoid the complexity and the inhibiting things for the local autonomy. So, the societal requirement can be embodied in reality by implementing the wide local autonomy and the survival of public services is not ignored so maintains the fiscal continuity nationally.[10]

Recall to the consideration that relate with the local autonomy above, then the position of local bestuursorgaan has important role. In this case, localbestuursorgan is expected in implementing the local government not producing disappointment to the local societies, beside that also based on the principles of good governance based on law. The final goal is to create good governance to support good government yang based on law in legal state.

Law No. 5 Year 2014 about State Civil Apparatus also explains that in effort to reach national goals as given in 4th paragraph of Constitution Preamble of Unitary State of The Republic of Indonesia Year 1945 (UUDNRI Year 1945) that is to protect all Indonesia people, improve general welfare, educating the national life, and participating in the world order based on independence, eternal peace, and social justice, it needs professional, free from corruption, collusion, and nepotism apparatus, able to implement public services for the societies an able to implement the role as the adhesive of unity of the state based on Constitution UUD 1945.

Das sollen of local government administration by local bestuursorgaan, of course also collide with das sein. Actually not all localbestuursorgaan understand the governmental administration based on good governance and based on law. What thing that become hypothesis is based on the many legal cases and administrative violation often occurred in the local government institutions.

Legal case become the societal highlight relate with the government in the governmental administration is the criminal acts of corruption. Many criminal acts of corruption done by local government can be seen from the statistic below.

Data: https://acch.kpk.go.id/id/statistik/tindak-pidana-korupsi

Based on the data, it is known that average corruption by government increase. Data 2018 do not reach final, caused no budget closing yet. The data if investigated further based on institution often do corruption, can be seen further through the statistic below:
Data above shows the high corruption done by the regency/city government. Even if added with data of Local Assembly as one element of the local government administrators. Criminal act of corruption still become ghost in the local government administration.

Then if it is related to the administrative violation. The administrative violation, by localbestuursorgaan, in this case relate with the public service administration that is lack optimum. According to Law No25 Year 2009 about Public servicesin Article 1 stated:

“Public service is activity or series activities in order to fulfill the services fulfillment suitable with the law and regulation for each citizen and population for goods and services, and/ or administrative services given by public administrator”

Based on the definition above can be understood that the public services function is very dominating in case societal satisfaction toward the local government or local bestuursorgaan. Relate with the matters, then the administrative law understanding especially that relates with the good governmental principle, state administrative dispute, up to the administrative justice is needed by local bestuursorgaan. It is a preventive effort to prevent administrative law violation in local area.

In governmental and statehood implementation, the public services function has been done, but in reality, the public services not show significant change yet. The many complaints and accusation showed that the public services quality is very low. Denunciation and complaint about complicated services procedures, not certainty and completeness time, high cost, non transparent requirements, less responsive officer often met and spread evenly in all public services today.[11]

The public service effort is synergic with welfare state followed in Indonesia. Each governmental actions in implementing public services aimed at creating welfare for the communities. Then the societal satisfaction become the measuring rod. Administrative services that is arbitrary, able to produce administrative violation. Sipayung states that: “Each person has rights and obligation. Each citizen has rights to get good services, from government. Each person also has rights to obtain legal protection from arbitrary action from officials of state administrative officials.”[12]

Relates with the implementation of local government administration that is less good based on the general principles of goo implementation can be seen from many complaints from societies about public services that still not accommodated well in several areas. Below is institution with highest rank to the lowest rank viewed from the maladministration report of public services by societies:

Mal administration report in relation with public services, it is studied its relation with the report reason often be stated. The maladministration report bases in this graph below:

From the circle graph data above, can be concluded that the highest three in the reason of maladministration is the long delay 2.351 reports (28.45%), procedural deviance 1.799 reports (21.77%), and don’t give services of 1.403 reports (16.98%). All of them relates with the public services implementation.

Problem relates with the many local bestuursorgaan who conduct criminal acts or administrative violation or mal administration, become the ghost for the production of new policy that should refer to the public interest, but finally refer to personal or group interests. Relates with the matter, for each decision making or decision by local bestuurs organ should consider the law, professionalism or societal need, where the presence in the local government regime intentionally to help the central government in local area, also to create the close government with societies, including in it to understand to constituent need. Naweu Fu and Weijun Wu in journal entitled: “Reflection on Rationalization of Public Decisionmaking from the Perspective of the Administrative Law”, stated:

“Rationalization of public decision-making is mainly considered from aspects of scientificity and
profession while the democratization of public decision making is considered from the interest balance among all parties and the universality of participants."[13]

The opinion strengthen, that public servicesbased on the higher level policy,should based on professionalism, and looking at the societal need.

B. Supporting factors for criminal act of corruption and maladministration done by LocalBestuursOrgaan.

Either relate to the criminal acts of corruption or maladministration at the local bestuurs organ, it is influenced by law enforcement. The law enforcement in this case relates with how the legal system can work in the societies.

Legal system theory from Lawrence M. Friedman, states that a legal system from the societal system, can work if three components in synergy. The three components are: legal substance, legal structure, legal culture.[14].Relates with the matters, map the supporting factors for local bestuursorgaan to do the criminal act of corruption and maladministration, also can use the legal system theory to analyze it.

Legal substance in its relation with the legal structurerequire the legal substance that should be understood by local bestuursorgaan. Good law without understood and implemented well by the legal structure, in this case local bestuursorgaan, will not reach the strong law. Either criminal acts of corruption and maladministration done by local bestuursorgaan is very influenced by the lack knowledge about the corruption limitation in the Law for criminal act of corruption, and no understand about the state administrative law, also don’t understand about general principle of good government (AAUPB).

SF Marbun, in this case stated that AAUPB serve as guidance for authority implementation of administrative official. With AAUPB the administrative officials able to control the authority so able to give law protection. It also relates with vrijbestuurswet by the administrative officials, then through AAUPB can be measured the use of the authority.

Then the legal cultureof structure or local bestuursorgaan should be built in direction of nationalism understanding. The more eroded nationalism if ignored will cause the local bestuursorgaan become irresponsible.

According to Marvin Perry, "Nationalism is an aware bonding together of a group of persons who have similarity in language, culture, and history, marked with the together victory and suffering and bound each other in ceratin country."[15] In this case, if the togetherness in a binding based on the language similarity, and others up to together suffering not anymore fertilized as the base for public servicesimplementation by each local bestuursorgaan, then the apprehensive about the individualism character that direct to the personal interest egoism will produce corruption and maladministration.

C. Formulation of ideal law education for LocalBestuursOrgaan.

Answering the apprehensiveness even the legal violation practice by localbestuursorgaan as stated above, it need law education for each local government organ. Intended education is the embodiment of human resources development that is aware to the law, obey to the law, and has spirit without ulterior motives for the state and societies.

Law education in this case also will answer the apprehensiveness of local government and the societies to the local government organs that haven’t no legal academic bases. The legal understanding in the welfare state that declares in the constitution as the legal state (Article 1 paragraph (3) Constitution 1945). With other words, the public services and governmental implementation in general, should based on law to embody the people welfare.

Law education that is formulated should be law education that combine material with technical substances. Law education can be packaged through education and training, so it is expected able to improve the legal skill.

Xuan Gao in journal entitled “Discussion on Interactive Mechanism of Law Education of Undergraduate Course and Vocational Education of Law” stated “The law skill is the indicator to reflect the level of practical ability of a person. Its formation relies on the degree of practice exercise. But it also needs theoretical basis to transform into practical ability. The formation of legal thinking and law skills is the result of interaction of theoretical knowledge and practice course.”[16] The opinion support hypotheses that law education and training will increase the legal skill, not only theoretically but also practically.

Law education in this case can be implemented by higher education especially the law faculty cooperate with education and training of Local Staffing Agency (BKD) in each area, that has authority for the matters. Higher education especially the law faculty in this case able to give law education materially, and technically from the local BKD. BKD in this case has authority given by presidential decree to implement the law education and staffing management training in local area. The cooperation will show good synergy between local institution with higher education. The needed formulation, to synergize law education by higher education and technical training by BKD.

Law education by higher education is an opportunity to give answer about problems in the society often relate with the legal problems. Law No 12 Year 2012 about higher education, especially Article 58, confirmed that function and role of higher education as follow: (1) learning container for students and societies, (2) education container for the national leader candidates, (3) central for knowledge and technology development, (4) investigation center and moral strength to find the truth and (5) development center of national civilization development.

D. Higher Education in Giving Law Education For State Civil Apparatus

Higher education for container to form character and produce change agent, has moral obligation to give education including to the local bestuurs organ.
Academics in the higher education not only has task to teach, but also to educate as one of three obligation of the higher education, that is education and teaching, with direction, giving law education for the local bestuurs organa.

Talking about law education, then it talks about the knowledge and understanding relates to the legal science.

Higher education has strategic position in improving the law education understanding and the nationalism planting for the local bestuursorgaan at the local area. Higher education should also able to give contribution to the societies, and through network development give law education for local bestuursorgaanis one of education. Its relationship with the law education, then the assignment in the law faculty in the higher education can take role to solve task to give law education for the local bestuursorgaan. Final goal here is to solve bureaucracy problem to embody good governance and character development, and mentality improvement for local bestuursorgaan.

The importance of law education in this case relate closely with the professionalism improvement. With law education, either judicative, legislative, or executive, including localbestuursorgaan will run the role without violate the law.

Concept selected is caderization, that is giving education and training for some personnel in the section of education and training of the local BKD, then the next for the cadre will continue the work program of education and training for all local bestuurs organ at the local area. The caderization not only for 3-5 days as for education and training method (education and training). Caderization, with non regular lecturing with giving law subject by the lecturers from the law faculty, it is expected able to give better knowledge than education and training in the form of seminar for several days only.

Law education is directed to give legal materials of state administration as the managerial administration guidance or governmental administration, local government law as the foundation of governmental administration urgency at local area, state administration law as foundation to understand the institution, special criminal law including in its criminal law of corruption as the knowledge base for government action limit viewed from the law of criminal acts of corruption, and the law subject that support the implementation of public services (for example, in this case, the material regulation of public services, agrarian, goods and services procurement, and etc) suitable with the need of each institution. The giving of law subject, packaged with nationalism spirit. Then the education and training also be formulated with the planting of nationalism understanding.

IV. CONCLUSION

The supporting factors for local bestuursorgaan to do the criminal act of corruption and mal administration, can use the legal system theory to analyze it. Law education that is formulated should be law education that combine material with technical substances. Law education in this case can be implemented by higher education especially the law faculty cooperate with education and training of Local Staffing Agency (BKD) in each area, that has authority for the matters.

Law education can be packaged through education and training, so it is expected able to improve the legal skill. With law education, either judicative, legislative, or executive, including localbestuursorgaan will run the role without violate the law. Concept selected is caderization, that is giving education and training for some personnel in the section of education and training of the local BKD, then the next for the cadre will continue the work program of education and training for all local bestuurs organ at the local area.
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